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CONSTRUCTION METHODS FOR LOW COST HOUSING
By

A. M. Mahajan*
storyed houses over it.

The rapid growth of population and Migration of people

house is reduced.

from villages has resulted in growing the cities and towns
bigger and bigger.

Thus the land cost per Unit

The storyed buildings not only save in cost of land

The demand for houses also naturally

increased and it has now become the problem for many nations

but the cost of construction per house also gets reduced.

to meet out the housing demand.

reduction is cost is as illustrated below.

Under such compelling de

Type of building

mand for more houses and more housing sites, there is an in
creasing pressure on urban lands.

Since the housing projects

Reduction in cost

Ground floor

Nil

are to be carried on large scale, the balance should be struck

Two storyed

10

to 15%

between the resources and the cost of construction.

Three storyed

15

to 20%

Four storyed

20

to 25%

Naturally

it would be the aim of every planning body to achieve maximum
turn out with limited resources.

This creates the need of

This is true only up to 4 to 5 storys.

low cost housing.
Generally the following three factors have the consider

dations, stronger construction, provision of lifts, storage
tanks, pumping of water, complex design etc.

are directly related with the cost of the house.
1)

Cost of land suitable

2)

Cost of construction.

3)

Cost of services.

Cost of land:

The storyed buildings with *+ to 5 storys only will also

for housing.

limit the population density of the residential area.
(d)

Floor space limit:

Naturally the house on such plot will

under different categories shall be reduced without

It is necessary to attempt to reduce the cost of

disturbing the happiness and utility of the house.
2)

This can be achieved by:

on the following factors.

Economical layout of land:

The skillful and well

(ii)

minimum standards will reduce the waste of land

(iii)

Provision

(iv)

of Road width and length as per actual requirement
will save the land.
of development.

(b)

(i)

This will also save in the cost

The cost of construction depends

Design and planning of work.
Material used for work.
Labor available for work.
Time required for work.
Design and planning is achieved through following:

(a)

Thus more houses would be accomodated

Standardization:

Design of the houses shall be

standardized for different categories.

This will

in a unit land, bringing down the cost per house to

save the time required for planning and designing.

the minimum.

Also the expenses on Architects advice every now and

Plot size and open space around:

The housing sites

shall be utilized in a most conservative way.

then would be saved.

Big

The houses of same design with

asthetic view would create harmony in construction.

plot with vast open spaces around the building shall

There would be ease in supervision and construction.

be avoided and only the spaces required for ensuring

Once the structures are standardized, the components

adequate light, ventilation, access, children play

could be prefabricated on large scale which results

etc. shall be provided.
per house.

Small plot means less cost

in low cost of construction.

The loss of space could be avoided by

resorting to group housing.

(c)

Cost of construction:

(i)

thought layout based on the provisions of bare

under Roads, lanes, open spaces etc.

The

floor area allowed to the dwelling units per family

land per house so that housing will cost low.

(a)

The floor space index shall be

as high as possible for intensive use of land.

The urban land values are increasing with

growing demand for it.
cost more.

Beyond this limit

the cost of construction increases on account of heavy foun

able influence on the economics of low cost housing as they

1)

The

(b )

Four to eight houses

Extraction of floor space:

The space under walls,

columns, footings, etc. is wasteful in floor space.

can very well be grouped together without loosing

Hence as far as possible such floor space shall be

their privacy or independence.

extracted by using thin sections of walls, thin

Vertical development:

The land is not fully utilized

partition walls, ceiling beams etc.

A common wall

if only ground floor structures are built over it.

between two houses i.e. semidetach construction would

The ratio of cost of land to cost of house goes on

provide an extra floor space equal to area under wall.

decreasing with the storaged construction.

Thus for the given or required floor space the total

In other

words the land cost is divided on the number of

area of the house will be reduced.

Also the floor

space per person may be kept minimum while designing
the sizes of rooms.
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(c)

Flexibility in Utility:

Rooms shall be planned and

parts front and rear and will be utilized by both

designed in such a way that they may be useful for
different purposes.

the dweller as extra space.
(e)

A removable sliding or folding

The research carried out in the

structural analysis should be put into practice where-

partition between dining and living room of equal

(d)

Structural design:

width will provide a big hall after its removal or

ever they effect economy in material and cost.

shifting from position.

Author has studied the results of reinforced roof

Study room, hobby room or

The

play room etc. shall have separate access to bath so

slab in which according to the basic principle of

that whenever required it can be used as guest room.

design brickwork is done on tension side and a layer

Spit level and Mazanine floor design:

of cement concrete was provided on compression side

If ground

floor structure only is to be constructed with

in a simply supported slab.

flexibility in use of accomodation split level house

position without any bad results.

shall be constructed.

is definitely cheaper and economical.

In such design the house is

divided in three levels.

The low level rooms shall

store etc.

Similarly

found strong enough to take load above it at open

The middle level shall be reserved for

ing thus eliminating the lintels completely.

The high level floor

shall be utilized for bedrooms.

The construction

use of steel bars embedded in masonry in rich mortar

be used for childrens play, hobby, study garages,

kitchen, dining and livng.

The slab is standing in

(f)

The rooms heights

Provisions:

The inside doors except at entrance,

exist, bath, closet and bed many very well be dropped

for lower and high rooms shall be 7*-0" to 8'-0".

and only openings are provided for internal communica

Where the land has different levels or slope this

tions by providing curtain to obstruct view.

type of construction can be most popular.

case of R.C.C. slab extra finishing will serve as

Even in

In

other cases the area between building footing below

flooring for upper story thus separate thickness

ground level can be utilized as low level.

of flooring is eliminated.

In this

design extra floor space is derived at little extra
cost.

(g)

Moreover the bedrooms at higher level enjoys

Material used for work:

Cheaper S stronger material

available locally shall be used in construction.

the privacy with easy stairs with only 5 to 6 steps.

Other main building materials such as steel, cement,
etc. shall be made available by the government at
the most reasonable cost.

Once the design and

pattern of the house is standardized, the components
of the structures can be prefabricated.

Prefabri-

eation saves in labor and waste of material, also
quality of the produce is maintained since the prefabrication can be done in a factory under strict
Similarly in storyed buildings by providing mazanine

supervision.

floors the floor space can be increased at a little

mass quantity of material so that mass production

extra cost.

by machines and plants will bring down the cost of

The provision of mazanine floor lies in

a skillful design.
two parts.

Housing work on large will require

material and prefabrication.

The house shall be designed in

A thin plastic sheet

(may be colored) shall be fixed on the inside face

The sketch shown below is of a building

of walls which will replace inside plastering and

with ground and first floor.

finishing.
(iii)

Labor:

The cost will be comparatively less.

Ths labor charges in construction work are

about 15% to 25% to the cost of house.

Since this

is quite sizable amount, any reduction in labor will
reduce the cost of construction.

This result can be

achieved by making extensive use of plants and
machinery and by employing skilled labor with mon
opoly.

The perticular gang of labor shall be used

for only one type of work e.g. the bricklayers should
The left side comprises of full room height of

not be asked to do plastering work.

11'-0".

societies for particular type of works should be

The right side portion is provided with

mazanine floors.

The floor no. 1 and 3 will be

Thus labor

established and they should be provided with jobs

utilized by ground floor and first floor dwellers

all the year around.

respectively.

labor becomes cheap.

Floor no. 2 may be divided in two

ass

With the surety of job,

the

(iv)

Time is the most important factor which affects the

are to be incurred without any turn out.

cost of house.

causes increase in cost of construction.

The work done timely will save the

builder from infrustious expenditure.

This

There should

not be lapse of great period in development of land

3)

and construction of house as taxes may eat away some

tionlower is the cost of providing utility services, per

portion of cost.

house such as water supply, drainage, electricity, roads,

Neither it is advisable to take up

Cost of utility services:

Higher the density of popula-

construction on a plot which is not developed as the

transport, telephone, gas etc.

transportation of material, water supply for con

within the residential area by the local development authority

structions etc. would be difficult.

So also in

will cost the house low.

execution of work it is not desirable to stop work
for want of funds or availability of material.
the period of stoppage, expenses on

Skillful layout of services

In a storyed building common stair

would serve the purpose with economy in cost.
Thus low cost housing will be possible by balancing the

During

establishment

cost per house for land, construction and services.
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